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WHO WILL YOU BE? 
 
The real wonder is that in spite of Philip, 
God did a miracle. In response to Andrew’s 

4 HABITS OF MILLIONAIRS (HAVE ANY OF THESE?) 
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What does 
the Bible say 

about giving up? 
The opposite of giving up is perseverance or 
endurance—two qualities encouraged for believers 
(2 Thessalonians 1:4; Romans 5:3; James 1:3). When 
we persevere through difficulties or weariness, we 
refuse to give up on what God has called us to do. 
Galatians 6:9 encourages us to never give up: “Let us 
not become weary in doing good, for at the proper 
time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” 
 
Several factors can cause people to consider giving 
up. The first is discouragement. We may begin an 
endeavor gripped with passion to see it through, but 
after a while, when we don’t receive the results we 
expected or when people don’t appreciate our 
efforts, we can become discouraged.  

By: GotQuestions.org 
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The Bible instructs fathers not to be harsh with their 
children, lest the children become discouraged. 
Discouraged children often give up trying to please their 
parents and act out. Discouraged, disillusioned adults 
often give up or act out as well. God’s solution for 
discouragement is that the church “encourage one 
another and build each other up” (1 Thessalonians 5:11). 
 
Another factor that leads to people giving up is pride. We 
may take on a challenge, confident of our own abilities 
and eager to impress people we care about. God has 
warned us that “pride goes before destruction and a 
haughty spirit before a fall” (Proverbs 16:18). When we 
crash, our pride is wounded, and we often give up 
altogether, rather than get up and try again. This 
happens to some in ministry. They start in the ministry 
for the right reasons, but somewhere along the line pride 
takes over. When they are embarrassed, confronted, or 
challenged, pride insists on giving up, and they walk 
away. 
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Exhaustion can also lead to giving up. If we don’t 
pace ourselves and set healthy boundaries, we 
may become so mentally, physically, spiritually, or 
emotionally exhausted that we simply quit. Those 
in helping ministries are most susceptible to 
giving up due to exhaustion. Needy people are 
everywhere, and helpers who try to be all things 
to all people all the time are subject to burnout. It 
helps to remember that we cannot give to others 
what we don’t possess, so taking care of ourselves 
is not selfish. Caregivers for young children, the 
elderly, or the terminally ill must remember to 
carve out time to keep themselves healthy. 
 
Those in ministry must keep themselves 
immersed in a personal relationship with God, or 
they will lack the spiritual strength to continue 
pouring into others. Jesus gives us a perfect 
example of someone who continually ministered 
to others, while still prioritizing His relationship 
with the Father. Jesus often slipped away “while 
it was still dark” to spend time in prayer (Mark 
1:35; Matthew 14:23; Luke 5:16). 
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Scripture exhorts us that, when we are on 
the path God has ordained for us, we are 
not to give up (Philippians 4:1; Galatians 
5:1; Revelation 3:10). Nehemiah never 
gave up the construction of Jerusalem’s 
walls, despite the fierce opposition he 
faced. Caleb never gave up on the promise 
of God, and he conquered a giant-infested, 
fortified hill country when he was 85 years 
old. Jesus persevered all the way to the 
cross. “Consider him who endured such 
opposition from sinners, so that you will 
not grow weary and lose heart” (Hebrews 
12:3). When we give up too soon, we lose 
out on all God planned to do through and 
for us. 
 
Sometimes giving up is an indication that 
people were never true followers of Christ. 
That’s what the Bible calls apostasy (1 
Timothy 4:1; 1 John 2:19). Those who have 
truly been born again by the Spirit of God 
(John 3:3) will never give Jesus up. They are 
kept in the Lord’s hand (John 10:28–29), 
and they will persevere to the end. 
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Do You 
REALLY Want 

to Know Why? 
We THINK we want to know. We SAY we 
want to know. But do we REALLY want to 
know why our spouse is acting or thinking 
a certain way? If they tell us their true 
feelings about something, are we going to 
jump all over them? We pose our question 
to them. But the question THEY want to 
know before they respond is …are we 
going to make it safe for them to answer 
us honestly? 
 

Do You Really Want to Know Why? 
Please consider where this question can 
lead. If our spouse tells us the truth, will 
we in effect “eat them alive” with our 
reaction afterwards? 
I ask this because we’ve seen this happen 
in many marriages. I’ve actually done this 
in my own. A while back I asked Steve a 
question to which, he asked me, “Do you 
really want to know?” I said yes. But when 
he gave me his answer, I verbally jumped 
all over him. I vividly remember his 
reaction to my tirade. He said, “What 
makes me want to be honest with you 
when react like this when I tell you the 
truth?” As he said, “I’m only telling you 
what I honestly feel.” 

By: MarriageMissions.com 
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OUCH!!! He was right. I don’t remember 
what the issue was at the time. But I 
remember I had one of those “AHA” 
moments after he said what he did. I needed 
to be safer in the reactions I give out after 
my husband is honest with me. Otherwise, 
he will hold back from sharing them with me. 
I had to ask myself, “How well do I encourage 
honesty?” And how well do I handle differing 
ways of viewing the same thing? 

 

How Safe Are You? 
I want to pose the same questions back to 
you. We receive so many complaints from 
spouses who say that their spouse is so 
“distant.” Their spouse doesn’t “open up” 
and tell their real feelings. Well, how safe are 
you? Can your spouse truly be honest? That 
may not be the only reason they open up, 
but it could be an important one. 
If you truly want to know some of the 
insights your spouse can give you, you have 
to make it safe for him or her to do this.  
I’ve also posed that same question to my 
husband, “do you really want to know?” 
when he has asked me about certain 
matters. Steve will wonder about this or 
that, and sometimes I know that my answer 
will be more complicated and wordy to 
answer than he will truly want to know. He’s 
a pretty “simple answer” person. I’ll tell him 
that I’ll be happy to answer his question, but 
I’m not thinking he wants to listen to the 
rabbit trail of an answer. Usually, he passes 
on wanting an answer. (He knows how 
complicated my mind can be. So when I give 
him that warning, he’ll usually regret going 
forth.) 
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A Woman’s Mind 
Talk show host, Dr Dennis Prager, has joked about how 
complicated most women’s minds are. He says that if most 
men had to spend 15 minutes in the mind of a woman, they 
would probably want to commit suicide. I can say, “amen” 
to that. I’ve often told my husband that if he crawled into 
my mind for any period of time, he would lose his desire to 
live. It would blow his mind. It’s too often on overload. 
So much for wanting to be open about all our thoughts and 
feelings. Over-all, yes, we want openness and honesty, but 
there are times when we need to consider just how open 
we want to be about EVERYTHING. And if our spouse is 
open, can we truly take it all in? 
 

So, here are a few questions for you: 
 

• Are you really prepared to hear the answer to the 
question you are asking (especially if it isn’t one that is easy 
to hear)? 
 
• If your spouse is totally honest with you, will your reaction 
“punish” him or her in such a way that he or she could end 
up deciding it isn’t worth sharing certain things with you? 
Are you a “safe” spouse to open up to? 
 
• How well do you encourage honesty; how open do you 
really want your spouse to be to you concerning his or her 
feelings? 
Truly consider your answers. They’re important ones. 
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Disruptive Imprints from the Past 

There’s another angle to the questions I’m asking you. 
How safe has your spouse felt to share with others, before 
you even entered into his or her life? Maybe this isn’t as 
much about you, as it is your spouse’s past experiences 
(and present ones with them) coming back to haunt your 
marital relationship. Perhaps your spouse isn’t as trusting 
as he or she may be if you lay the groundwork to help him 
or you see that you are safe. How do you do that? It may 
be that you discover more about the disruptive imprints 
from your spouse’s past that shapes how he or she 
approaches relationships. These are things from the past 
that come up and bite us, and our spouse. As a result, it 
hurts your relationship. 
 

Timing of our Questions and Other Reasons 

But here’s the question I want to pose to you. Do you 
REALLY want to know what your spouse is thinking? If so, 
please realize that perhaps it’s a timing thing. It may be 
that our spouse is too tired or preoccupied to share. If so, 
be aware of that. Don’t ask important questions when it’s 
a H.A.L.T. time. (That is a time when your spouse is 
Hungry, Angry, Lonely, or Tired. Those are volatile times. 
You may not get a great response during one of those 
times.) Ask later. 
And lastly, it may be that your spouse doesn’t feel safe for 
some reason. Prayerfully, and honestly consider that 
possibility. If you REALLY want to have your questions 
answered, ask God for wisdom as to how you can make it 
safe for him or her. 
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The book The Millionaire Next Door  analyzes the 
financial habits of millionaires. It shares the results from 
interviews and surveys with millionaires. 
The goal of the book is to give an accurate idea of what 
characteristics make a millionaire. I found four of those 
characteristics especially important.  
 

4 Essential Habits of 
Millionaires 
 

1. Millionaires practice frugality. 

“They live well below their means.” 
 
Here are some stats on millionaire shopping habits: 
• Average paid for a suit = $399 
• Average paid for a pair of shoes = $140 
• Average paid for a watch = $235 
 
While those numbers might seem a little higher than the 
average middle class shopper, it is certainly a far cry from 
the $4,500 pair of shoes we think millionaires would 
wear. 
Did you know that for every 100 millionaires who don’t 
budget there are 120 who do? Perhaps it is time for you 
to start a budget. It is time to make sure that you spend 
less than you earn. 

4 Habits 
of Millionaires 

By: SeedTime.com 

(Have Any of These?) 
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2. Millionaires spend time managing finances. 

“They allocate their time, energy, and money efficiently, in ways 
conductive to wealth building.” 
 
Those who become wealthy don’t often become accidental 
millionaires. Instead, they take time to set and keep clear goals. 
While most of us feel like don’t have time to budget because it is a 
“waste of time,” millionaires do. It is difficult to reach any kind of a 
goal until you are first willing to allocate some time to working 
toward a goal. 
 

3. Millionaires build wealth, not status. 

“They believe that financial independence is more important than 
displaying high social status.” 
 
Ouch. This one hits home. How often do we buy things based on 
what others will think? People often talk about teen spending and 
consumerism, but what about adult spending? A person who is 
upside down and in debt still thinks they can afford a car payment. 
Why do those in debt always seem to spend more money and own 
nicer things than those who are debt-free? I guess we each need 
to grow thick enough skin so that we do not think about what 
others think of us. Make a plan and reap the rewards of your 
financial planning – even if people think you’re weird. 
 
 
Here’s an example based on the type of cars millionaires drive: 

Latest Model-Year of Vehicle Owned Percent of Millionaires 

Current Year 23.5 

Last Year’s / One Year Old 22.8 

Two Years Old 16.1 
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Three Years Old 12.4 

Four Years Old 6.3 

Five Years Old 6.6 

Six Years Old or Older 12.3 

(This chart is from The Millionaire Next Door on 
page 113.) 
 

Here’s the deal. Millionaires don’t mind driving 
older cars. The masses who are in debt love 
owning new vehicles that cost $25,000+. 
Meanwhile, they can’t make their minimum car 
payments. 
 

4. Millionaires have a healthy financial background. 
“Their parents did not provide economic 
outpatient care.” 
 
I’m so thankful this was included in the book. Your 
parents have a tremendous influence on how you 
turn out financially. I know in my case, I had solid 
financial education at home. In so very many 
ways, I am who I am because of my parents 
(thanks, mum and dad). The book goes a different 
direction with this characteristic by highlighting 
that the parents of millionaires allowed their kids 
to be independent and learn important life 
lessons. Who is going to be a financial mentor for 
people who didn’t or can’t learn these lessons at 
home? When we think about issues of poverty, we 
need to recognize that what the poor need are 
examples and mentors – not just money. 
Education is important. 
 



 

 

  

Hope- 
The key to life! 

By: Andrew Roebert 

Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul, 

And sings the tune without the 

words, 

And never stops at all. 

- Emily Dickinson 

 

 

1. LIFE WITH HOPE 
 
Hope is an essential ingredient of life.  If we have 
hope we can face anything that life can throw at us.  
If we have hope we can take on the challenges and 
overcome.  Hope is what gets you up in the 
morning.  
 
Definition: a desire with anticipation or to desire 
with expectation of obtainment or to expect with 
confidence. 
 
Life with hope can be a life of expectation, 
anticipation and 'looking forward' to a good future, 
regardless of the circumstances right now. 
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2. LIFE WITHOUT HOPE 
 
On the other hand life without hope is completely 
different.  Life without hope is hopeless. 
 
Definition of hopeless: having no expectation of 
good or success.  
 
When we lose hope we lose the strength for life.  
We no longer have the strength to get up in the 
morning.  We do not have the strength to face 
tomorrow.  Everything becomes a challenge and 
even small tasks call for a great degree of effort.  We 
have experienced this first hand.  I have seen the 
ravages of despair, hopelessness and depression.  I 
have seen hope turn to hopelessness, hopelessness 
turn to despair, despair turn to depression and 
depression turn to destruction.  The medical 
fraternity predicts that depression will be a 
dominant disease in the world.  Not HIV, cancer or 
heart-disease, but depression.  The world is staring 
down an epidemic of depression and I believe it 
starts when hope is lost. 
  

3. GOD'S DESIRE FOR US 
 
God wants each of us to live with hope in our hearts.  
God makes fresh hope available to each of us.  As 
this divine hope becomes a reality to us, we can in 
turn become a source of hope to others.  Those who 
are battling with a loss of hope need to be helped 
by those who are full of hope. If we are connected 
to the source of hope, God, then we can become a 
source of hope to those around us.  We can play a 
role in restoring the hope of others. 
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4. GOD IS A GOD OF HOPE 
 
There is a connection between faith and hope.  Mere hope is just an expectation for the 
best, but faith on the other hand is a belief that God will come through for us and as a 
result we trust Him. 
Romans 15:13 May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in Him. 
 

A.  GOD IS THE GOD OF ALL HOPE! 
 
He is the source of hope.  We need to stay connected to the source of hope.  I believe 
that each one of us is born with a degree of God-given hope.  But for that hope to be 
sustained we need to be connected to the eternal, limitless source of hope - GOD 
HIMSELF! 

 

B. GOD WANTS TO FILL YOU WITH HOPE! 
 
God wants to come right now and fill you with hope, joy and peace.  It is almost as if that 
is exactly what we need: hope, joy and peace.  Let Him fill you right now.  The glass must 
not be 'half-full' or 'half-empty' - it must be consistently full!  God has an endless supply 
of hope that you and I need to tap into. 
 

C. IT HAPPENS AS WE TRUST HIM! 
 

Romans 15:13 May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you 
trust in Him. 

 
When we stop trusting God and we begin to doubt and question, hopelessness begins to 
invade our hearts and minds.  So the key to staying connected to the source of hope (God) 
is to keep on trusting Him.  You may say: 'But you don't know what I have been through!' 
and you are right, but God does and as you trust Him you can begin to expect that He will 
fill you with hope again.  I would like to encourage you to start trusting God all over again! 
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5. BE A SOURCE OF HOPE TO OTHERS! 
 
If you and I can be 'full of hope' then we can be a 
source of hope to others.  You can only give what 
you have got.  If you have got hope - give it to 
others.  This overflow of hope can touch others lives 
and bring them to a place of wholeness and hope.  
We need to make sure that hope is alive and well 
within our own hearts.  Each of us is called to be a 
person of hope, bringing hope to those around us.  
How? 
 
ENCOURAGE EACH OTHER. 
BE KIND. 
BE FLEXIBLE! 
CARRY THE LOAD FOR EACH OTHER. 
BE PATIENT. 
PRAY FOR EACH OTHER. 

 

6. LIGHT IN DARKNESS 
 
When we become a source of hope and a people of 
hope for others, light penetrates the darkness and 
brings hope. 

Isaiah 58:10 Help those in trouble! 

Then your light will shine out from 

the darkness, and the darkness 

around you shall be as bright as 
day. 

 
But it is far more than just this.  When we become 
a source of hope to others, our own darkness begins 
to disappear.  In other words, we will have hope 
within us as we begin to give hope to others. 

1 John 2:8 As we obey this 

commandment, to love one another, 

the darkness in our lives disappears 

and the new light of life in Christ 

shines in. 
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